EURO HI-FLO PUMP BASE ADAPTER KIT FOR CLEARWATER BASE

1. Turn over Adapter Base and insert the four bolts as shown.

2. Align Adapter Base to the ClearWater Base as shown.
3. Push anchors through base.

4. Attach pump to top of Adapter Base and secure to bolts using supplied nuts.
EURO HI-FLO PUMP BASE ADAPTER KIT FOR SAND FILTER ONE-PIECE BASE

1. Turn over Adapter Base and insert the four bolts as shown.

2. Align Adapter Base to the sand filter one-piece base as shown.

Adapter Base Kit

(4) Anchors & Lock-Pins

(4) Bolts & Nuts
3. Push anchors through base.

4. Secure anchors to base by inserting lock-pins.

5. Attach pump to top of Adapter Base and secure to bolts using supplied nuts.